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Active sites and ligand-binding cavities in native proteins are often formed by curved b sheets,
and the ability to control b-sheet curvature would allow design of binding proteins with
cavities customized to specific ligands. Toward this end, we investigated the mechanisms
controlling b-sheet curvature by studying the geometry of b sheets in naturally occurring protein
structures and folding simulations. The principles emerging from this analysis were used to
design, de novo, a series of proteins with curved b sheets topped with a helices. Nuclear
magnetic resonance and crystal structures of the designs closely match the computational
models, showing that b-sheet curvature can be controlled with atomic-level accuracy. Our
approach enables the design of proteins with cavities and provides a route to custom design
ligand-binding and catalytic sites.

L

igand-binding proteins with curved b sheets
surrounding the binding pocket—as in
the nuclear transport factor 2 (NTF2)–like,
b-barrel, and jelly-roll folds—play key roles
in molecular recognition, metabolic pathways, and cell signaling. To date, approaches to
designing small molecule–binding proteins and
enzymes have started by searching for native
protein scaffolds with ligand-binding pockets
having roughly the right geometry and then redesigning the surrounding residues to optimize
interactions with the small molecule. Although
this approach has yielded new binding proteins
and catalysts (1–5), it is not optimal: There may
be no naturally occurring scaffold with a pocket
with the correct geometry, and introduction of
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mutations in the design process may change the
pocket structure (6, 7). Building de novo proteins
with custom-tailored binding sites could be a more
effective strategy, but this remains an outstanding
challenge (8–11). De novo protein design has recently focused on proteins with ideal backbone
structures (12–16) [straight helices, uniform b
strands, and short loops; see (17) for an exception]
and optimal core side-chain packing, but the
binding pockets of naturally occurring proteins
lie on concave surfaces formed by nonideal features, such as kinked helices, curved b sheets, or
long loops. The design of proteins with concave
surfaces requires examination of how such irregular structural features can be programmed
into the amino acid sequence.
We begin by analyzing how classic (18, 19) b
bulges (irregularities in the pleating of edge
strands) and register shifts (local termination
of strand pairing) coupled with intrinsic b-strand
geometry induce curvature in antiparallel b sheets
(20, 21). We quantify the curvature of an edge
strand making an antiparallel pairing with a
second strand by the bend angle (Fig. 1A). The
absolute value of the bend angle (a) at residue i
is the angle between vectors from the a-carbon
Ca(i) atom to Ca(i – 2) and Ca(i + 2). The bend
angle sign is a function of the relative orientation
c describing the concave face of the
of a vector →
edge strand (Fig. 1A, left), a vector →
s21 between
the edge strand and the second strand (Fig. 1A,
right), and a vector →
s1 along the edge strand
direction (Fig. 1A, right). We analyzed the bend
angle of two-stranded antiparallel b sheets in
naturally occurring protein structures and in
Rosetta folding simulations (Fig. 1B and fig. S1)
and found that uniform strands tend to have
positive bend angles (because of steric inter-
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actions between paired b strands) (fig. S2),
whereas strands containing b bulges tend to
have negative bend angles (owing to the different
hydrogen bond pairing of b bulges) (Fig. 1B and
figs. S2 and S3). For b sheets of three strands or
more, we found that the type of strand pairing
determines the magnitude of b-sheet curvature
(Fig. 1C). In uniform three-stranded antiparallel
b sheets, the bend directions of the two edge
strand segments point in opposite directions,
constraining the bend angle of the inner strand
to close to zero and flattening the b sheet (Fig.
1D, top). In contrast, in three-stranded b sheets
with a b bulge in one of the edge strands, the two
edge strand segments bend in the same direction, leading to increased overall bending of the
b sheet (Fig. 1D, middle). In uniform b sheets,
register shifts enhance bending by terminating
pairing between strand segments that would
otherwise have opposite bending directions and
flatten the b sheet (Fig. 1D, bottom). b-Sheet curvature can hence be programmed by combining
b bulges and register shifts. For example, a number
of naturally occurring proteins contain a threestranded b-sheet core with b bulge–derived curvature complemented by additional strands with
register shifts propagating the curvature (Fig. 1E).
Using these relationships between b bulges,
register shifts, and the direction and magnitude
of b-sheet curvature, we designed six protein folds
(labeled from A to F, Fig. 2) inspired by the naturally occurring cystatin and NTF2-like superfamilies with a four-stranded antiparallel b sheet,
b bulges at the edge strands, and strand lengths
ranging between 10 and 14 residues. The width
of the b-sheet central base (along the strand
direction) is controlled by the relative position
between b bulges (folds A, D, and B have central
bases of increasing width), whereas the depth
(perpendicular to the strand direction) is controlled by the number of strand pairs (folds C,
D, E, and F increase the depth of folds A and B
by adding on two extra strands) (Fig. 2). The
lengths of the two arms flanking the relatively
flat center of the base are controlled by the
strand lengths and b-bulge positions (folds D,
E, and F have arms of increasing length). We
complemented the b sheets with one (fold A),
three (folds B, C, and D), or four (folds E and F)
a helices to form overall cone-shaped structures (as
shown in Fig. 2, folds B, C, and D have wide cone
bases, whereas fold E partially occludes the cone
base with the fourth helix), which provide starting
points for designing small molecule–binding sites
with entrances at the base of the cone.
We constructed the protein backbones with a
stepwise Monte Carlo fragment assembly protocol
(22) that sequentially adds elements of secondary
structure (strands and helices), b bulges, and loops
(23). Hairpins were designed with two-residue
loops following the bb rule (12), which requires
that b bulges be at even and odd positions from
the following and previous hairpin loops, respectively (owing to the offset in side-chain directionality of b bulges) (fig. S3). We then carried out
RosettaDesign calculations (24) to favor amino
acid identities and side-chain conformations with
1 of 6
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Fig. 1. Rules for b-sheet curvature design. (A) Bend angle definition. (B) Distribution of bend angles
for strand pairs formed by uniform (red) and bulged (blue) strands. The local hydrogen bonding and
offset in side-chain directionality at the b-bulge position are shown. The bulge and the residue following
donate two backbone hydrogen bonds to the same residue X. (C) Bend angle (absolute value) box plots
of strands with different pairing types in native three-stranded b sheets. The edge strand distribution in
the bulged b-sheet case (bottom) is for the strand that does not contain the bulge. (D) Represen→
→
tation of the b vector in edge strand pairs for three types of three-stranded b sheets. The −b vector is
also shown for the sheet with b bulge (middle) to indicate the natural bend direction resulting from a
negative bend angle. (E) On the left, cartoon representation of the binding site formed by a curved b
sheet in a native xylanase (PDB entry 2B45). The curved three-stranded b-sheet core is shown in blue,
the b bulge in yellow, and the extra strands in orange. On the right, schematic representation of
strand pairings in this curved b sheet.

low energy, tight packing, and high sequencestructure compatibility. We hypothesized that
b-bulge positions could be specified at the sequence level solely by changing the normal alternating pattern of polar and hydrophobic amino
acids [more complex patterns are observed in
native structures (19, 25) (fig. S4)]—in a b bulge,
unlike regular strands, two successive residues
point in the same direction (Fig. 1B). We relied
on side-chain packing to drive strand bending
in strands without b bulges (26) (fig. S5). Loops
were designed with a bias toward sequence profiles obtained from protein fragments with
similar backbone torsion angles (23). We charMarcos et al., Science 355, 201-206 (2017)

acterized the folding energy landscape of the
designs by Rosetta ab initio structure prediction calculations (27, 28) preceded by a fast
initial screen to eliminate designs incapable of
folding even with local bias toward the native
structure (23). We chose for experimental characterization designs with funnel-shaped energy
landscapes ranging between 74 and 120 amino
acids (table S1) (design names are dcs_X_n,
where “dcs” stands for designed curved b sheet,
“X” the fold type, and “n” the design number; if
disulfide bonds are present, a “_ss” suffix is included). Blast searches (29, 30) indicated that
the designed sequences had weak or no simi-
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larity to native proteins [E values ranging from
0.00002 (for two of the nine fold D designs) to
>10] (table S2); TM-align searches (31) identified
structures with global fold similarity but little
sequence similarity (E values >10, except for
the two designs of fold D with low E value, where
the top Blast hit was reidentified) and differences
in the relative orientation of secondary structure
elements and loop connections (fig. S6).
We obtained synthetic genes encoding 37
designs, expressed the proteins in Escherichia
coli, and purified them by affinity chromatography.
Thirty-three of the designs had far-ultraviolet circular dichroism (CD) spectra at 25°C characteristic
of a,b proteins and were monomeric by sizeexclusion chromatography coupled with multiangle light scattering (SEC-MALS) (Fig. 3, figs.
S7 to S12, and table S1). Thirty-one of the designs have a melting temperature (Tm) above
95°C, and 24 unfold cooperatively in guanidinium
chloride (GdmCl). Two-dimensional 1H-15N heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC)
spectra suggest that 12 designs fold into wellordered structures. Fold E designs, which have
a long C-terminal helix as a lid capping the cone
base, were the most stable (with Tm > 95°C and
denaturation midpoints up to 6 M GdmCl at 25°C)
(fig. S11 and table S3). Fold F designs also were
thermostable, but their noncooperative unfolding
and poor HSQC spectra (fig. S12) suggest imperfect design of the short C-terminal helix interaction with the long arm.
We reasoned that when designing function
into these de novo scaffolds, the proximity between the active site and the protein core could
compromise protein stability, and we explored two
additional stabilization strategies that would preserve pocket accessibility: disulfide bonds and
homodimer design. We designed disulfide bonds
in positions peripheral to the cone base of folds
C and D (23). For six of eight designs characterized, disulfide bonds enhanced protein expression, folding cooperativity, and stability by up
to 8 kcal mol−1 (fig. S13 and table S3). We designed homodimers of fold E designs with shapecomplementary low-energy interfaces formed by
the convex face of the curved b sheet (23). Nine
designs with deep global energy minima at the
designed dimer configuration in docking calculations were selected for experimental characterization, and three were found to form soluble
dimers; the best-expressed design (dcs_E_4_dim9)
is 1.4 kcal mol−1 more stable than the original
monomer (fig. S14).
High-resolution structural analysis is essential
for evaluation of the accuracy of computational
designs and quickly becomes the bottleneck in
protein design studies. During the course of our
efforts to solve structures of the designs, we
found that the cooperativity of chemical denaturation with GdmCl was a better predictor of
rigid core formation, as indicated by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) HSQC spectra or
the ability to crystallize, than was thermostability
(fig. S15)—a number of thermostable designs with
low cooperativity in chemical denaturation profiles
had molten globulelike side-chain packing. This
2 of 6
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Fig. 2. Designed b sheets and folds. On the left, diagrams of the four-stranded
antiparallel b sheets. Black diamonds represent residues with side chains
pointing to the convex face of the b sheet, and orange arrows highlight the
b-bulge offset in side-chain directionality. Dotted lines show the local termination of strand pairing because of the register shift between paired strands.
Second and third columns show two views of the designed b sheets. Black and

relationship allows the focusing of structure
characterization on the designs with the bestdefined structures.
We solved the structures of nine designs by
NMR spectroscopy or x-ray crystallography. These
experimental structures span five different folds
(from A to E) (Fig. 4) and are in close agreement
with the computational models [Ca root mean
square deviations (RMSDs) from 1.0 to 2.1 Å].
Marcos et al., Science 355, 201-206 (2017)

gray dashed arrows show the length of the short and long arms, respectively,
that emerge from the flat central base (highlighted by a black dashed square).
On the right, examples of each designed protein fold containing four-stranded
antiparallel b sheets (green), helical lids (red), extra strands (blue), and a Cterminal helix capping the pocket entrance (yellow).The concave base of these
conical folds is well suited for small molecule–binding site design.

The overall b-sheet curvatures were accurately recapitulated, and b-bulge positions were as predicted, in accordance with our hypothesis about
local encoding of b bulges. Crystal contacts in
the structures of dcs_C_1_ss, dcs_D_2, dcs_E_3,
dcs_E_4, and dcs_A_4 support the idea that b
bulges minimize edge-to-edge strand pairing
(32): Hydrogen bond pairing is restricted to the
regular strand segments (fig. S16).

13 January 2017

The experimental structures for folds A (dcs_A_3
by NMR, Fig. 4A; dcs_A_4 by x-ray crystallography, fig. S17) and B (dcs_B_2 by NMR, Fig.
4B) are in close agreement with the design models
in the core of the b sheet and the helices. The
designed side-chain packing between the tips
of the two b-sheet arms and the helix was better
recapitulated in dcs_A_3 and dcs_A_4 than in
dcs_B_2 (compare Figs. 4A and 4B, right insets),
3 of 6
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Fig. 3. Experimental characterization of designed proteins for each fold.
(A) Examples of design models for each fold. (B) Folding energy landscapes
generated by ab initio structure prediction calculations. Each dot represents
the lowest energy structure identified in an independent trajectory starting
from an extended chain (red dots) or from the design model (green dots); the
x axis is the Ca root mean square deviation (RMSD) from the designed model;

where the long arm is more twisted in the NMR
structure than in the design model; full control
over b-sheet geometry in these folds likely requires
control over side-chain packing between the b
sheet and the helical lid.
Marcos et al., Science 355, 201-206 (2017)

the y axis, the Rosetta all-atom energy. (C) Far-ultraviolet circular dichroism
spectra (blue, 25°C; red, 95°C; and green, 25°C after cooling). (D) Chemical
denaturation with GdmCl monitored with circular dichroism at 220 nm and
25°C. For folds C and E, the denaturation curves for designs stabilized by a
disulfide bond or a dimer interface are shown in black lines. (E) 1H-15N HSQC
spectra obtained at 25°C.

The crystal structures of folds C and D (Fig. 4,
C and D) are very close to the design models, with
designed aromatic-packing and hydrogen-bonding
interactions bridging the protein core and the
cone base; a designed disulfide bond is also cor-
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rectly recapitulated (Fig. 4C, bottom inset). The
two crystal structures for fold E monomeric designs also closely match the design models (Fig.
4, E and F), with the cone base capped by the Cterminal helix in two different orientations. A
4 of 6
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Fig. 4. Experimentally determined structures of designed proteins. In
each panel, the experimental structure and the design model are superimposed and colored in orange and green, respectively. Insets show comparisons of side-chain rotamers, b-bulge geometry, and cavities, and designed
side-chain and b-bulge hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow dashed lines.
The RMSD calculated over all Ca atoms is shown in each panel. (A) dcs_A_3
and (B) dcs_B_2 were solved by NMR (comparisons utilized the lowest-energy
NMR model). (C) dcs_C_1_ss (3.0 Å resolution) with designed disulfide
bond in inset. (D) dcs_D_2 (2.0 Å resolution). (E) dcs_E_4 (2.9 Å resolution).
Marcos et al., Science 355, 201-206 (2017)
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(F) dcs_E_3 (3.1 Å resolution); an internal hydrophobic cavity forms in both
the design and the crystal structure (volume, 192 Å3). (G) dcs_E_4_dim9 (2.4 Å
resolution); the interface aromatic-stacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions are very similar in the crystal structure and design model (right inset).
(H) dcs_E_4_dim9_cav3 (1.8 Å resolution). A large (520 Å3) cavity is filled
with a pentaethylene glycol molecule in the crystal structure (bottom left;
electron density map is on right and superimposition with design model, top
left). The C-terminal helix and the dimer interface are not shown for better
visualization of the cavity.

5 of 6

buried cavity designed in one of these (dcs_E_3)
expands toward the cone base in the crystal structure (Fig. 4F and fig. S21). We explored the ability
of the fold C and D designs to support cavities by
reducing the size and increasing the polarity of
side chains at the cone base (fig. S18). Five of the
nine redesigns tested (with up to 19 mutations)
were soluble and monomeric (figs. S19 and S20
and table S1).
The crystal structure of the designed homodimer dcs_E_4_dim9 closely matches the computational model over both the individual subunits
and the designed b-sheet interface (Fig. 4G and
fig. S22). We designed large cavities by truncating
side chains at the cone base (figs. S18 and S20).
The crystal structure of one such design revealed
a large (520 Å3) cavity very similar to that in the
design model, lined by the curved b sheet (Fig.
4H) (a pentaethylene glycol fills the cavity). This
is the largest de novo designed cavity to date and
illustrates how large core-packing vacancies can
be programmed by designing curved b sheets
topped by helices.
The nine NMR and crystal structures show that
b-sheet curvature can be accurately programmed
with the principles that we have identified. The
designed proteins exhibit a rich combination of
structural features: curved b sheets with b bulges
and register shifts, loops of variable length, helices,
disulfide bonds, b-sheet interfaces, and cavities.
Stability can be increased by incorporating disulfide bonds and homodimer interfaces without
interfering with the accessibility of potential
binding pockets, and this allows substitution of
large hydrophobics by smaller or polar residues
to line solvent-exposed clefts and buried cavities.
Computational methods have been used to design enzyme catalysts by defining an ideal active
site (“theozyme”) and then searching for placements of the theozyme in native protein scaffolds. This approach has yielded catalysts for a
number of chemical reactions, including reactions
not catalyzed by naturally occurring enzymes, but
the activities are quite low. This likely results from
two shortcomings in the design strategy: The
detailed theozyme geometry cannot be perfectly
realized in any preexisting scaffold, and the sequence changes introduced in the design process

Marcos et al., Science 355, 201-206 (2017)

can produce unpredictable changes in structure
(6, 7). Our de novo design framework should make
it possible to overcome both limitations by custom
designing backbones for the reaction of interest.
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Editor's Summary
Designing proteins with cavities
In de novo protein design, creating custom-tailored binding sites is a particular challenge because
these sites often involve nonideal backbone structures. For example, curved b sheets are a common
ligand binding motif. Marcos et al. investigated the principles that drive β-sheet curvature by studying
the geometry of β sheets in natural proteins and folding simulations. In a step toward custom design of
enzyme catalysts, they used these principles to control β-sheet geometry and design proteins with
differently shaped cavities.
Science, this issue p. 201
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